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The attached final report provides the results of our review of select agent transfers to and from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Edward R. Roybal Laboratory (Roybal) in
Atlanta, Georgia, during the period January 1, 2006, through March 31, 2007.

CDC’s Division of Select Agents and Toxins (DSAT) is responsible for regulating select agents
and toxins (referred to as “select agents”), which are biological materials that have the potential
to pose a severe threat to public health and safety. Government agencies, research organizations,
and legal entities that use, possess, or trasfe 1ec agents must register with DSAT and comply
with select agent regulations (We refer collectively to these organizations as “entities “)
Entities may authorize access to select agents only to individuals approved by. the Secretary
based on .a security risk assessment by the Attorney General (referred to as “approved
individuals”) Also, entities must develop and implement wntten security plans designed to
safeguard select agents Entities use the CDC Request To Transfer Select Agents and Toxins
form (Form 2) to initiate select agent transfers, obtain DSAT approval, and document receipt of
select agents.

The objective of our review was to determine whether only approved individuals accessed select
agents transferred to and from Roybal.

Of the 112 select agent transfers to and from Roybal during the audit period, 51 transfers
(46 percent) were accessed only by approved individuals at the receiving entities. However,
unapproved individuals at the receiving entities accessed the remaining 61 transfers (54 percent).
Qf the 61 improperly, handled transfers, 37 were shipped from Roybal to non-CDC entities and
24 were shipped from non-CDC entities to Roybal. All 61 transfers were shipped by one
common carrier, Allowing unapproved individuals to handle select agents
increased the risk that the agents could be lost or stolen, thereby potentially posing a severe
threat to public health and safety.
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We attributed the improperly handled transfers to the following:

The sending entities did not use a common carrier that offered restricted service and thus
did not ensure delivery only to the individual(s) specified on the shipping label.

• Form 2 did not require entities to identify the common carrier used or the individual who
accepted delivery of the package from the common carrier. DSAT could have used this
information to verify that only approved individuals signed for the package.

• The receiving entities had inadequate or no security plan procedures, or did not follow
established procedures, designed to mitigate the risk that unapproved individuals might
accept delivery of select agents from a common carrier.

• DSAT’s monitoring and enforcement efforts did not focus on procedures for mitigating
the risk that unapproved individuals might accept delivery of select agents from a
common carrier.

We recommend that CDC direct DSAT to:

• ensure that only approved individuals accept delivery of select agent packages by:

o requiring entities that ship select agents via common carrier to (1) use restricted
service and (2) include on the common carrier’s shipping label the names of a
minimum of two approved individuals and

o amending Form 2 to include the name of the common carrier that will provide
restricted service and the name of the individual who accepted delivery of the
select agent package from the common carrier;

• require all entities registered to use, possess, or transfer select agents to implement
security plan procedures designed to identify and mitigate the risk that unapproved
individuals might sign for and accept delivery of select agent packages from common
carriers; and V

V

• strengthen its monitoring efforts by:

o amending its site inspection process to include a review of procedures for initial
acceptance of select agent packages from common carriers and V

o implementing follow-up procedures to verify that only approved individuals
signed for and accepted delivery of select agent packages from commori carriers.

In its comments on our draft report, CDC concurred in principle with our recommendation to

require entities that ship select agents via common carrier to (1) use restricted service and
(2) include on the common carrier’s shipping label the names of a minimum of two approved
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individuals. CDC stated that it would carefully evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
implementing that recommendation. CDC fully concurred with our other recommendations.

This report contains restricted, sensitive information that may be exempt from release under the
Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552. The report will not be posted on the Internet. If
information in the report is released pursuant to a request under the Act, the restricted, sensitive
information and other information exempt from release will be redacted.

Please send us your final management decision, including any action plan, as appropriate, within
60 days. If you have any questions or comments about this report, please do not hesitate to call
me, or your staff may contact Lori S. Pilcher, Assistant Inspector General for Grants, Internal
Activities, and Information Technology Audits, at (202) 619-1175 or through e-mail at
Lori.Pilcheroig.hhs.gov. Please refer to report number A-02-07-02010 in all correspondence.

Attachment
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The mission of the Office of Inspector General (OIG), as mandated by Public Law 95-452, as
amended, is to protect the integrity of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
programs, as well as the health and welfare of beneficiaries served by those programs. This
statutory mission is carried out through a nationwide network of audits, investigations, and
inspections conducted by the following operating components:

Office ofAudit Services

The Office of Audit Services (OAS) provides auditing services for HHS, either by conducting
audits with its own audit resources or by overseeing audit work done by others. Audits examine
the performance of HHS programs and/or its grantees and contractors in carrying out their
respectiveresponsibilities and are intended to provide independent assessments of HHS
programs and operations These assessments help reduce waste, abuse, and mismanagement and
promote economy and efficiency throughout HHS.

Office ofEvaluation and Inspections

The Office of Evaluation and Inspections (OEI) conducts national evaluations to provide HHS,
Congress, and the public with timely, useful, and reliable information on significant issues.
These evaluations focus on preventing fraud, waste, or abuse and promoting economy,
efficiency, and effectiveness of departmental programs. To promote impact, OEI reports also
present practical recommendations for improving program operations.

Office ofInvestigations

The Office of Investigations (01) conducts criminal, civil, and administrative investigations of
fraud and misconduct related to HHS programs, operations, and beneficiaries. With
investigators working in all 50 States and the District of Columbia, 01 utilizes its resources by
actively coordinating with the Department of Justice and other Federal, State, and local law
enforcement authorities. The investigative efforts ofOl often lead to criminal convictions,
administrative sanctions, and/or civil monetary penalties.

Office of Counsel to the Inspector General

The Office of Counsel to the Inspector General (OCIG) provides general legal services to OIG,
rendering advice and opinions on HHS programs and operations and providing all legal support
for OIG’s internal operations. OCIG represents O1G in all civil and administrative fraud and
abuse cases involving HHS programs, including False Claims Act, program exclusion, and civil
monetary penalty cases. In connection with these cases, OCIG also negotiates and monitors
corporate integrity agreements. OCIG renders advisory opinions, issues compliance program
guidance, publishes fraud alerts, and provides other guidance to the health care industry
concerning the anti-kickback statute and other OIG enforcement authorities.



Notices C

THIS REPORT CONTAINS RESTRICTED INFORMATION

This report should not be reproduced or released to any other. party
without specific written approval from OAS.

OFFICE OF AUDIT SERVICES FINDINGS AND OPINIONS

The designation of financial or management practices as questionable, a
recommendation for the disallowance of costs incurred or claimed, and
any other cànclusions and recommendations in this report represent the
findings andopinions of OAS. Authorized officials of the HHS operating
divisions will make final determination on these matters.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

The Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002, Public
Law 107-188, requires the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to regulate select
agents and toxins (referred to as “select agents”), which are biological materials that have the
potential to pose a severe threat to public health and safety. Within HHS, this responsibility has
been assigned to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Division of Select
Agents and Toxins (DSAT). In collaboration with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, DSAT
establishes select agent regulations and monitors and enforces compliance with the regulations.

Any government organization (Federal, State, or local), academic institution, research
organization, or other legal entity that uses, possesses, or transfers select agents must register
with DSAT and comply with select agent regulations. (We refer collectively to these
organizations as “entities”) Pursuant to 42 CFR § 73.10(a), entities may authorize access to
select agents only to individuals approved by the HHS Secretary based on a security risk
assessment by the Attorney General (referred to as “approved individuals”). Also, 42 CFR
§ 73.11(a) states that entities must develop and implement written security plans designed to
safeguard select agents against unauthorized access, theft, loss, or release.

Registered entities may obtain select agents from a CDC laboratory, such as the Edward R.
Roybal Laboratory (Roybal), located in Atlanta, Georgia, or from any non-CDC entity in the
United States. Select agents are transferred between entities via common carrier or via hand
delivery by a sending entity employee to a receiving entity employee. Entities use the CDC
Request To Transfer Select Agents and Toxins form (Form 2) to initiate transfers, obtain DSAT
approval, and document receipt of select agents.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of our review was to detrmine whether only approved individuals accessed select
agents transferred to and from Roybal.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Of the 112 select agent transfers to and from Roybal from January 1, 2006, through March 31,
2007, 51 transfers (46 percent) were accessed only by approved individuals at the receiving
entities. However, unapproved individuals at the receiving entities accessed the remaining
61 transfers (54 percent). Of the 61 improperly handled transfers, 37 were shipped from Roybal
to non-CDC entities and 24 were shipped from non-CDC entities to Roybal. All 61 transfers
were shipped by one common carrier, Allowing unapproved individuals to
handle select agents increased the risk that the agents could be lost or stolen, thereby potentially
posing a severe threat to public health and safety.

Warning—This report contains restricted informationfor official use.
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We attributed the improperly handled transfers to the following:

• The sending entities did not use a common carrier that offered restricted service and thus
did not ensure delivery only to the individual(s) specified on the shipping label.

• Form 2 did not require entities to identify the common carrier used or the individual who
accepted delivery of the package from the common carrier. DSAT could have used this
information to verify that only approved individuals signed for the package.

• The receiving entities had inadequate or no security plan procedures, or did not follow
established procedures, designed to mitigate the risk that unapproved individuals might
accept delivery of select agents from a common carrier.

• DSAT’s monitoring and enforcement efforts did not focus on procedures for mitigating
the risk that unapproved individuals might accept delivery of select agents from a
common carrier.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that CDC direct DSAT to:

• ensure that only approved individuals accept delivery of select agent packages by:

o requiring entities that ship select agents via common carrier to (1) use restricted
service and (2) include on the common carrier’s shipping label the names of a (• minimum of two approved individuals and

o amending Form 2 to include the name of the common carrier that will provide
restricted service and the name of the individual who accepted delivery of the
select agent package from the common carrier;

• require all entities registered to use, possess, or transfer select agents to implement
security plan procedures designed to identify and mitigate the risk that unapproved
individuals might sign for and accept delivery of select agent packages from common
carriers; and

• strengthen itsmonitoring efforts by:

o amending its site inspection process to include a review of procedures for initial
acceptance of select agent packages from common carriers and

o implementing follow-up procedures to verify that only approved individuals
signed for and accepted delivery of select agent packages from common carriers.
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CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION COMMENTS

In its comments on our draft report, CDC concurred in principle with our recommendation to
require entities that ship select agents via common carrier to (1) use restricted service and
(2) include on the common carrier’s shipping label the names of a minimum of two approved
individuals. CDC stated that it would carefully evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
implementing that recommendation. CDC fully concurred with our other recommendations.

CDC’s comments, except for technical comments, are included as Appendix B.

111
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

The Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002, Public
Law 107-188, requires the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to regulate select
agents, which are biological materials that have the potential to pose a severe threat to public
health and safety. Within HHS, this responsibility has been assigned to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Division of Select Agents and Toxins (DSAT). In collaboration
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, DSAT establishes select agent regulations and
monitors and enforces compliance with the regulations.’

Any government agency (Federal, State, or local), academic institution, research organization, or
other legal entity that uses, possesses, or transfers select agents must register with DSAT and
comply with select agent regulations. (We refer collectively to these organizations as “entities.”)

Select Agent Regulations

Pursuant to 42 CFR § 73.10(a), entities may authorize access to select agents only to individuals
approved by the HHS Secretary based on a security risk assessment by the Attorney General
(referred to as “approved individuals”). Also, 42 CFR § 73.11(a) states that entities must
develop and implement written security plans designed to safeguard select agents against
unauthorized access, theft, loss, or release. Pursuant to 42 CFR § 73.9, an entity that transfers
select agents must designate a Responsible Official who has the authority and responsibility to
act on behalf of the entity and ensure compliance with select agent regulations.

Select Agent Transfer Process2

Registered entities may obtain select agents from a CDC laboratory, such as Roybal, located in
Atlanta, Georgia, or from any non-CDC entity in the United States. Select agents are transferred
between entities via common carrier3or via hand delivery by a sending entity employee to a
receiving entity employee.

‘DSAT regulates select agents and toxins that could pose a severe threat to public health and safety. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), regulates select agents and toxins
that could pose a severe threat to animal or plant health. DSAT and APHIS coordinate regulatory activities for those
agents that affect both humans and animals (known as overlap select agents and toxins). For purposes of this report,
“select agents” refers to all agents and toxins covered under CDC regulations (42 CFR § 73.3 and 73.4).

2We obtained information on the select agent transfer process from 42 CFR § 73.16 and interviews with officials of
DSAT, the Edward R. Roybal Laboratory (Roybal), and common carriers.

3Common carriers, which offer transportation services at established rates, are regulated by the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) and are not subject to 42 CFR § 73. Therefore, common carrier employees are not required to
be approved individuals.

I
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To initiate a transfer, the receiving entity enters its name and registration number, as well as the
name and proposed use of the requested select agent, on the CDC Request To Transfer Select (Agents and Toxins form (Form 2). The Responsible Official of the receiving entity signs the
form and faxes it to the sending entity. The sending entity then enters its name, registration
number, and quantity of the select agent to be transferred on the form. The Responsible Official
of the sending entity signs the form and faxes it to DSAT. DSAT verifies the information
provided; assigns the transfer a unique approval number, which is valid for 30 days; and fixes
the approved form to both the sending and receiving entities. If the transfer does not occur
within 30 days, the approval is considered null and void and the transfer may not be completed.

Upon receipt of the approved Form 2, the sending entity packages the select agent in accordance
with applicable packaging and shipping laws and places inside the package an updated form
containing the date that the select agent is scheduled to leave the facility. If the select agent is to
be shipped via common carrier, the sending entity also includes the tracking number on the form
and, in accordance with instructions from the receiving entity, enters on the common carrier’s
shipping label the name and address of the individual(s) designated to accept the package. The
common carrier delivers the package to the address indicated and, depending on the level of
service used, may or may not ensure delivery to the individual(s) identified on the shipping label.

Within 2 business days of receiving the package, the receiving entity’s Responsible Official
faxes an updated version of Form 2, containing the date that the select agent was received, to
both the sending entity and DSAT. (The name of the individual at the receiving entity who
accepted the package from the common carrier is not included on the form.) The transfer is then
considered complete.

Previous Office of Inspector General Reviews

During previous reviews, we identified three instances in which a common carrier had delivered
select agent packages to non-CDC entities and left the packages viith unapproved individuals.5
For example, for one transfer from Roybal to a local government entity, the common carrier
erroneously delivered the package to a medical center shipping and receiving facility located on
the same campus as the entity. At the medical center, an unapproved individual acccpted
delivery and took possession of the package. The package was subsequently transported to the
local entity and was left in the possession of a second unapproved individual. The package was
then placed on a receiving cart, where it remained until an approved individual took possession
of it and checked the select agent into the laboratory. Based on the results of these reviews, we
initiated a review of select agent transfers to and from Roybal because it handles a large number
of select agent transfers.

4Form .2, which is also used by entities that ship select agents under the authority of APHIS, is often referred to as
the “APHIS/CDC Form 2.”

5We conducted the prior reviews at a private entity (A-12-05-00007), a local government entity (A-12-05-00002),
and a university (A-l2-O5222l2).

2
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OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

Objective

The objective of our review was to determine whether only approved individuals accessed select
agents transferred to and from Roybal.

Scope

Our audit covered select agent transfers to and from Roybal during the period January 1, 2006,
through March 31, 2007,6 We focused on access to select agents from the point of delivery to
cheek-in at the laboratory at the receiving entity.

We did not perform an indepth review of DSAT’s internal control structure. Rather, we
reviewed pertinent DSAT controls relating to the transfer of select agents. In addition, we
gained an understanding of procedures governing select agent transfers implemented by Roybal,
other entities, and common carriers involved in the transfers reviewed.

We performed our fieldwork at DSAT’s headquarters and at Roybal in Atlanta, Georgia, from
May 2007 through February 2008.

Methodology

To accomplish our objective, we:

• reviewed relevant Federal laws, regulations, and guidance;

• Eained an understanding of the role of DSAT, entities, and common carriers in the select
agent transfer process;

• reviewed entities’ security plan procedures for the receipt of select agents;

• identified a total population of 112 select agent transfers completed during our audit
period;

• obtained a list of approved individuals at the entities that received the transferred select
agents;

• reviewed the conmion carriers’ electronic tracking data to determine who signed for and
accepted delivery of the 104 select agent packages delivered via common carrier;

In a separate review, we are examining transfers of select agents between non-CDC entities.

3
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• interviewed entity officials to determine who accessed the eight hand-delivered select
agent packages; and (

• reviewed common carriers’ transportation security plans and shipping cost information.

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Of the 112 select agent transfers to and from Roybal from January 1, 2006, through March 31,
2007, 51 transfers (46 percent) were accessed only by approved individuals at the receiving
entities.7 However, unapproved individuals at the receiving entities accessed the remaining
61 transfers (54 percent). Of the 61 improperly handled transfers, 37 were shipped from Roybal
to non-CDC entities and 24 were shipped from non-CDC entities to Roybal. All 61 transfers
were shipped by one common carrier, . Allowing unapproved individuals to
handle select agents increased the risk that the agents could be lost or stolen, thereby potentially
posing a severe threat to public health and safety.

We attributed the improperly handled transfers to the following:

• The sending entities did not use a common carrier that offered restricted service and thus
did not ensure delivery only to the individual(s) specified on the shipping label.

• Form 2 did not require entities to identify the common carrier used or the individual who
accepted delivery of the package from the common carrier. DSAT could have used this
information to verify that only approved individuals signed for the package.

• The receiving entities had inadequate or no security plan procedures, or did not follow
established procedures, designed to mitigate the risk that unapproved individuals might
accept delivery of select agents from a common carrier.

• DSAT’s monitoring and enforcement efforts did not focus on procedures for mitigating
the risk that unapproved individuals might accept delivery of select agents from a
common carrier.

Appendix A contains details on the number of entities where transfers were received by
unapproved individuals and information on DSAT site inspections of those entities.

70fthe 51 properly handled transfers, 43 were shipped by common carrier: 39 by , 2 by
, and 2 by . The remaining eight transfers were hand-delivered.

4
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RESTRICTED TRANSPORTATION SERVICE NOT USED

All 61 transfers that were accessed by unapproved individuals were shipped via ,
which does not provide restricted service requiring delivery only to the individual(s) specified on
the shipping label. provides delivery to the address on the shipping label and
obtains the signature of any individual at that address who will sign for and accept delivery of
the package. For example, Roybal shipped a select agent via to a university. On
the shipping label, Roybal entered the address of the entity and the name of the approved
individual who should sign for the package. delivered the package to the correct
address but not to the approved individual specified on the label. Instead, an unapproved
individual signed for the package. Subsequently, an approved individual took possession of the
select agent from the unapproved individual and checked it into the laboratory.

Some common carriers, such as and , offer restricted
service to ensure delivery only to the individual(s) specified on the shipping label.8 Ifthe
individual(s) specified on the label is not available at the time of delivery, such common carriers
retain possession of the package until it can be delivered to the specified individual(s). Thus,
until the approved individual(s) is available to accept the package, the select agent remains in the
transportation system, outside the authority of the select agent regulations.

Although Federal regulations do not require sending entities to use restricted service, such a
requirement would greatly reduce the risk that unapproved individuals might sign for and take
possession of select agent packages. Similarly, requiring that the shipping label include the
names of at least two approved individuals would minimize the time that select agents remain
outside the authority of the select agent regulations.

FORM 2 DEFICIENCIES

Form 2 provides DSAT with important information on select agent transfers from the time of the
initial request for the transfer through the delivery of the package However, the form does not
require sending entities to identify the common carrier that will deliver the package, nor does it
require receiving entities to indicate the name of the individual who accepted delivery of the
package from the common earner DSAT could use this mformation to verify that only
approved individuals accessed select agent transfers Specifically, DSAT could obtain from the
common carrier the electronic signature of the individual who signed for the package and
compare the name of that individual against the receiving entity’s list of approved individuals.

8For our population, the average cost to ship a select agent package using was . The average cost
to ship a package using restricted service would have been approximately for and for

. The actual cost varies by package weight and/or shipping distance.

5
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SECURITY PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION DEFICIENCIES

Pursuant to 42 CFR § 73.11, entities must develop and implement a written security plan
designed to safeguard select agents against unauthorized access, theft, loss, or release. Each
entity develops its security plan based on a site-specific risk assessment.

Entities With Inadequate Security Plan Procedures

For 44 of the 61 transfers accessed by unapproved individuals, the receiving entities had
inadequate written security plan procedures for initial acceptance of select agent packages from
common carriers.

For example, Roybal’ s security plan contained detailed procedures for accepting delivery of a
select agent package from a common carrier and delivering the package to the addressee.
However, the plan did not specify that the individual accepting the package and delivering it to
the addressee must be approved. Consequently, unapproved Roybal personnel signed for and
accepted delivery of 24 packages containing select agents such as Bacillus anthracis (anthrax).9
Each package was then temporarily stored in an unsecured area. After being notified that the
package had arrived, the addressee or another approved individual came to the unsecured area,
took possession of the select agent, and hand-carried the package to the laboratory.

Entities With No Security Plan Procedures

For 14 of the 61 transfers accessed by unapproved individuals, the receiving entities had no
written security plan procedures for initial acceptance of sçlect agent packages from common
carriers.

For example, a State laboratory’s security plan contained procedures for receiving and safely
opening a select agent package in the laboratory. However, the plan did not address how to
handle and limit access to the package from the time of delivery to the mailroom until check-in
at the laboratory. Moreover, this entity, which shared office space with .a county health
department, did not have full-time pcrsonnel assigned to the mailroom. Rather, an employee of
either the State laboratory or the county was randomly chosen each day to receive and distribute
mail. On one occasion, an unapproved county employee signed for and accepted delivery of a
package contarning Bacillus anthracis The employee then hand-carried the package to the State
laboratory’s Responsible Official, who checked the select agent into the laboratory.

Entities That Did Not Follow Security Plan Procedures

For 3 of the 61 transfers accessed by unapproved individuals, the receiving entities had written
security plan procedures for initial acceptance of select agent packages from common carriers.
However, employees at these entities did not always follow the procedures.

9Bacillus anthracis is the causative agent of anthrax, a disease that has been categorized by CDC as having a high
potential for use in bioterrorisrn.
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For example, a non-CDC Federal laboratory’s security plan stated that the common carrier would
be directed to wait until an approved individual could be contacted to accept delivery of the
select agent. However, in one instance, an unapproved mailroom employee disregarded
established procedures and accepted delivery of a package containing Francisella tularensis
(rabbit fever).10 Subsequently, an approved individual came to the mailroom, took possession of
the select agent, and checked it into the laboratory.

INADEQUATE MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT

Pursuant to 42 CFR § 73.18, DSAT conducts periodic site inspections to monitor and enforce
compliance with select agent regulations. Site inspections are conducted before an entity is
initially registered to send and/or receive select agents and at least every 3 years thereafter.

During its site inspections, DSAT did not adequately rrionitor or enforce compliance with
42 CFR § 73.11 (a),which requires that entities develop and implement written security plans
designed to safeguard select agents against unauthorized access, theft, loss, or release. During
our audit period, DSAT performed site inspections at 20 entities that received 46 of the 61 select
agent transfers accessed by unapproved individuals. However, as shown in Appendix A, DSAT
cited only three of these entities for having inadequate or no procedures designed to mitigate the
risk that:unapproved individuals might sign for and accept delivery of select agent packages
upon their initial receipt from common carriers.

According to DSAT officials, its inspectors receive periodic training on how to conduct site
mspectlons and are provided with a checklist for determinmg whether an entity meets the
requirements of the regulations, includmg security over access to select agents However, the
checklist does not contain specific steps to determine whether the entity has adequate procedures
to ensure that only approved individuals sign for and accept delivery of select agent packages
from common carriers. Moreover, DSAT officials acknowledged that inspectors were not
required to determine whether unapproved individuals had signed for and accepted delivery of
select agent packages.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that CDC direct•DSAT to:

• ensure that only approved individuals accept delivery of select agent packages by:

o requiring entities that ship select agents via common carrier to (1) use restricted
service and (2) include on the common carrier’s shipping label the names of a
minimum of two approved individuals and

°Francisel1a tularensis is the causative agent of rabbit fever, a highly infectious disease with severe flu-like
symptoms.
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o amending Form 2 to include the name of the common carrier that will provide
restricted service and the name of the individual who accepted delivery of the
select agent package from the common carrier;

• require all entities registered to use, possess, or transfer select agents to implement
security plan procedures designed to identify and mitigate the risk that unapproved
individuals might sign for and accept delivery of select agent packages from common
carriers; and

• strengthen its monitoring efforts by:

o amending its site inspection process to include a review of procedures for initial
acceptance of select agent packages from common carriers and

o implementing follow-up procedures to verif’ that only approved individuals
signed for and accepted delivery of select agent packages from common carriers.

CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION COMMENTS

In its comments on our draft report, CDC concurred in principle with our recommendation to
require entities that ship select agents via common carrier to (1) use restricted service and
(2) include on the common carrier’s shipping label the names of a minimum of two approved
individuals. CDC stated that it would carefully evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
implementing that recommendation. CDC fully concurred with our other recommendations.
CDC also provided technical comments, which we addressed as appropriate. (
CDC’s cOmments, except for technical comments, are included as Appendix B.

OTHER MATTERS

NULL AND VOID TRANSFERS

DSAT declared 7 of the 61 transfers that were accessed by unapproved individuals to be null and
void because it believed that the transfers did not occur within the 30-day approval period.
Officials of the receiving entities stated, however, that all seven transfers took place within the
30-day approval period and that they had faxed an updated Form 2, indicating receipt of the
package, to the Responsible Official of Roybal (the sending entity). However, they had not

faxed an updated Form 2 to DSAT as required because they misunderstood the instructions
accompanying the form. Specifically, although the form provides DSAT’s address and fax
number, the instructions state that the updated form should be sent to CDC. Officials at the
entities mistakenly believed that faxing the form to Roybal (a CDC laboratory) constituted
compliance with the instructions. Moreover, DSAT had no procedures for following up with
entities to determine why approved transfers did not take place. Consequently, DSAT was
unaware that transfers declared null and void had actually been shipped.

8
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SELECT AGENT PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS

Pursuant to CDC regulations (42 CFR § 73.16(i)), an entity that transfers a select agent to
another entity must comply with all applicable packaging and shipping laws. DOT regulations
(49 CFR § 173.134) classify infectious substances as Category A or B substances and provide
packaging requirements for each category. Category A includes substances that are shipped in a
form capable of causing death or permanent disability to humans or animals, and Category B
includes all other infectious substances. DOT lists Category A infectious substances in the
Federal Register ((71 Fed. Reg. 32245, 32246) (June 2, 2006)). However, this list does not
include all substances classified as select agents under CDC regulations (42 CFR § § 73.3 and
73.4), nor does it provide guidance on shipping select agents that are not listed as Category A
substances. DSAT did not coordinate with DOT to ensure that entities had comprehensive
guidance for packaging all select agents.
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APPENDIX A

SELECT AGENT TRANSFERS ACCESSED BY UNAPPROVED INDIVIDUALS

DSAT
• Transfers

Citations for
Received by DSAT’

Unapproved
Security Plan Deficiencies Unapproved Entities Inspections

Access to
Individuals

Transfers

1Inadequate procedures 1 15 11

2No procedures 14 14 7

Procedures not followed
___________ 3 3 2 -

Total 61 32 20 3

‘DSAT = Division of Select Agents and Toxins of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
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DEPARTMENT OE HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Pub!lc Health SeMce

PFrrrFD CentersforotseeCcnh’Q!
and Preventlcn (COC)

ZO OCT Atlanta 30333

OCT 3 28

TO: Daniel R. Levinsor.
Inspector General
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

FROM: Director
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

SUBJECT: Office ofJnspector General’s Draft Report: “Review of Select Agent Transfers To and
From the Edward R. Roybal Laboratory during the Period January 1,2006 through March
31, 2007”
(A-02-07-02010)

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Division of Select Agents and Toxins.
(DSAT) appreciates the opportunity to review and comment on the Office of Inspector General’s
draft report, “Review of Select Agent Transfers To and Proni the Edward R. Roybal Laboratory
during the Period January 1,2006 through March31, 2007.” Thank you for your review of this
important issue,

As stated in the draft, the objective of this review was to detetmine whether only approved C
individuals accessed select agent transfers to and ftom the CDC Roybal campus. The draft
identified four findings regarding the improperly handled transfers and also provided the following
recommendations to address these findings:

Office ofJeetor Genei1 (OIG) Recoendafhm: CDC direct DSAT to ensure that only
approved individuals accept delivery ofselect agent packages by requiring entities that ship select
agents via corn on carrier to (I) use restricted service and (2) include on the common carrier’s
shipping label the names of a mhdznum of two approved individuals.

DSAT Response: DSAT concurs in principle with this recommendation. In accordattce with the
Select Agent Regulations (42 C.F.R. Part 73,9 C.P.L Part 121,7 C.F.R. Part 331), DSAT strives
to ensure that shipments containing select agents and toxins are safeguarded against unauthorized
access, as well as against thefts, losses or releases. It is important to note that of the
approximately 2,500 transfers that have occurred since 2003, therehas only been one confirmed
loss of a select agent that occurred during shipment This loss was investigated by the Department
ofJustice/Federal Bureau ofJravestigation (FBI) and the FBI determined that there was no criminal
intent,

Given the concerns identified by this audit and consideration of the other possible vulnerabilities
that may occur during the shipment of select agents and toxins, DSAT is currently reviewing how

entities ship select agents and toxins and evaluating ways to improve this process to ensure that the
shipment ofselect agents and toxins is not only safeguarded against unauthorized access, but also
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against theft, loss, or release. One consideration is whether any additional risks are created bypossibly keeping a select ei* paoka.p in the ftorten system lo than iiai due to therequirements of aii*ed iervice, cli as packbeing retemed to sider if the identifiedrecipient is uvLile.

DSAT wants to ensure that the inpIe..i—lw ofthrecendion will not cause an unduenauoia] burden on the regulated community, given the balance of tidra and befits (in thefootnote on page 5 of draft report, OIG aod lit avecoIo ip a paCleigrestricted service would ve been proximty for d for
, cori,ued with 4r . heaon, DSATb confinaed thonly 1 . iiedtioroivice tb is bg recomnded by01G. When DSAT coned ; itwaLgied1 do not ve arestricted transportation service. DSAT also wts to cre that irnpli on of thisrecomndation will not impede rearch, as was idated by the Public He.lth Security andBioterrorism Prepedn andRAct of 2002 (P.L. 107-188). DSAT will thllyevaluate the ads andditsof implementing this recoinmenion as currentlydescnl,ed.

OIG Reco”l1i: CDC dmct DSAT to suretonly poved individn isceptdelivery ofselect atpkas bydingForm 2 to m*de theeofthe common camcrthat will prove zticted servise c1 the ieoflie inethiduil who accepted delivery oftheselect agent pacl. from the caion rier.

DSAT Respae: DSAT Curitly un6 review by theOffice ofManitddt(0MB), DSATd the U S DepWment ofAW1cltiWAmmaland Plant Hea theetSvice (APHJS) heve revised the ‘P.qaer to IisSelect Agentsand Toxi’ form (APIIJWCDC Fam 2) to not only znce them ofthe oier (e g., FedEx orhand-camed ‘by the sing NCOSVZag Iy) acd the eacie of the mdivid1 who pacl4ee theshipment, tto ao mce theeofthe mdivul whe acceØ lie diIzvy ofthe s*ctagent packagefr the orr Thecto the APHIS/CDC Form 2 will m*e CDC d.APHTS aware ofy aauthizedacc tmay have occurred during the paclngend receiptof the select agent shipment

OIG RecazdaUem CDC direct DSAT to require all entities registered toposss use ortransfer select agents to implement iccurity plan procedures designed to identify and mitigate therisk that unapproved individuals might sign for and accept delivery ofselect agent packages fromcommon camera.

DSAT Rq.e: DSAT concurs with this recommendation. Section 73.11 ofthe Select AgentRegulations (42 C.F.R. 73.11) requires that an entity develop and implement a written security planthat is sufflcient to safeguard the select agent or toxin against unauthorized access, theft, loss, orrelease. The security plan must also be dgned according to a site specific risk assessment andmust provide graded pziitection in accordance with the risk ofthe select agent or toxin, given itsintended use. This risk assessment should include how the entity ships and receives select agentsand toxins.
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On April 18, 2007, DSAT provided to the regulad enti ‘oaI documents tot
entities in coreplying wi the secty re ies ofie Sct Ant Rilati.. The
documents should st entities in developing or revising a written security plan and in performing
a siteqecific risk rient. The documents are availe on the National Select Agent Registry
(NSAR) webe at htIp://www.selec.v/compbe’ce.htin.

Additional guice is currently being deveed in colbwith tha Depmtm of
TrortaUa to provide titiei with infion on tXridoas ivermng the traaoron
of select ants mid tos. Tn dition, DSAT, in with APHIS,ia dev’kib two
educational worlops wiui the tmof“Mwt Ovmii’ to inform Rsibk
Officiak of theirllrobili for in ih,gthe Sect Agent Rilatiomi. These
workshops are scheduled for Fall 2008 and Summer 2009.

OIG Recomr: CDC direct DSAT to str.hen its meciitozing efforts by amending its
site iection PTOC to iuclu a rev ew ofprocedurs for initial acceptance of select agent
packages from common carriers.

DSAT Roem DSAT concurs with this mcommindation. Bvcn thongh DSAT iectors
received training on how to perform site icti dwmevided with a “Sccmity’
checkt for ensuring that mi entitymiets lsecmityz1qiurenof s andit
identified that only three ofthe twenty entiti that were identid iing micd by
unapproved individuals and were i,ected by DSAT were cited by iiectors for lacking
procedures to ere ox yaurimidinêialsEvce$eetq. To ee
consistency araacg the nmitors, DSAT revIed its’du ‘ioedure (SOP)
involving ecns to mclu mi expectation iectorsiu’ shipIjlmid recIv
protocols to An me if pev.,red mdivmdmihedrmi mcqidbyeryofct ent
packagm upon ini receipt frmiiomners. DSATDin dtheection proc by
having inspectors review secunty pla mmice oftiecttovrfpinclude
such protocols Once on-sits the Iectors verify tl inforithrough i.&UOfl of the
facikty and qiyxngt

Recognizing the importance ofhaving a well trained iectxon staff DSAT has dgxiated a
Training Officer that oversees training activitiel for inspectors conducts ba-weeldy iector
training sesixomi, and providm information exchange to iectors through e-mai.b from the DSAT
Deputy Director.

OIG Recomniendatiam: CDC direct DSAT to strengthen its monitoring efforts by implementing
follow up procedures to verify that only approved individuals signed for and accepted delivery of
select agent packages from conunon carriers.

DSAT Respae: DSAT concurs with this recoznmcndatinn- As discussed above, the revised
APHIS/CDC Form 2 that is currently under review by 0MB will not only include the name of the
carrier (e.g., or “hand-carried” by the sending or receiving entity) and the name of the
individual who packages the shipment, but also will include the name of the individual who
accepts the delivery of the select agent package from the carrier. To address this recommendation,
DSAT will strengthen its monitoring efforts by developing a quality control checklist that will
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ensure that the DSAT reviewer coflrx t1 no unauthorized acce occurred during the ttfer
proc by ccking the name oft’ i1vid id on the APHIS/CDC Fonn 2 as
packagingd receiving the select agent shipment against the list of Security R.i* ?.ievt
approved individuals at the sending and receivg entitisi. The changes to the APHIS/CDC Form
2 d the new follow-up procedurai will snake CDCdAPHLS awe of any unauthorized access
th may have occurred during the packaging and receipt oflh select agent shipment.

OTRR MATrERS:

The audit also identified the following two other matters:

Sny of OIG F1.ding Rqardg N.h Dd Vdd Trifers: DSAT declared 7 of the 61
transfers that were accessed by unapproved individuals to be null and void because it believed that
the lrers did not occur within the 30-day approval period. Officials of the receiving entities
stated, however, that all seven transfers took plxe within the 30-day proval period and that they
had faxed an updated Form 2 indicating receipt of the package to the Reionsib1e Official at the
CDC. The iructions to fax the updated form to “CDC” were misunderstood by some as the
CDC Rponsible Official rather than DSAT.

DSAT RespBsei In June 2007, DSAT followed-up on any tssfers with “nulllvoid’ states to
determine if the ipmentloccurred. Out ofthe 103 “null/void” tra’ers that were followed
up, DSAT confirmed that 6 transfers had oocnrred without DSAT’s knowledge. As a result of this
follow-up, DSAT changed its transfer stand opating procedures in June 2007 to hichide
obtaining written conflnon from the sender or the recipient rerding the transfer ofselect
agents prior to finalizing the transfer record. In addition, the revised APHIS/CDC Form 2
currently under review by 0MB been revised to request ti the recipient Responsible Official
confirm ifthe transfer did not occur within 30 dayo ofthe authorization.

Smary of OIG FIndg Regwdlng Select Ag Packagg Requfreents: Pursuant to
CDC regulations (42 CFR 73.16(i)), an entity t1 transfers a select ageutto another entity must
comply with all applicable packaging and shipping laws Department ofTranortation (DOT)
regulations (49 CFR § 173 134) clsxfy mfectious substances as Category A or B substances and
provide packaging requirements for eaóh category. DSAT did not coordinate with DOT to ensure
that entities had comprehensive guidance for packaging all select agents.

DSAT Respee: To assist DOT in determining whether entities transferring select agents are
complying with DOT regulations, in March 2008 DSAT provided DOT with a list of entities that
perform transfers involving select agents. DOT has performed 12 iections of these entities.

In addition, DSAT is working with DOT to develop guidance for the regulated community on the
shipping and packaging of select agents. This guidance will include information on all applicable
domestic and international shipping regulations and guidance and will be available to the regulated
community via the NSAR wthsite (www.selectagents.gov).

Technical comments on the draft report are provided in the attachment. We appreciate your
consideration of the comments contained in this memo and the technical comments as you develop
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the final report. We are happy to cliscu y ofth comments with you. Please direct any
questions reg.thng th comments to Mr. S1 Rtiffby telephone (404) 639-2809 or
e-mail at iggao@cdc.gov.

(JJulie Louise GerberdinY.,’M.P.

Attachment
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